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INTRODUCTION

Although the twenty-seventh session of the Committee for

Programme and Co-ordination started on 27 April 1987 as scheduled,,

the representatives of the Regional Commissions could not

participate in the meeting until the last-but-one week of its

five-weeks duration and that was only in connection with the

consideration of the proposed programme budgets for the biennium,

1988-1989.

Thus, some of the most important-, .items such as report of

the Secretary-General on the implementation of economy measures,

with particular attention to their programmatic implicationst

progress report of the Secretary-General on the in-depth evaluation

of the programme on development i ssues and policies,- report of

the Secretary-General on the reviews undertaken by

intergovernmental bodies of recurrent publications, report of

the Secretary-General on co-ordination in the United Nations

system^ report of the Secretary-General on analytical tools for

improving co-ordination, report of the Administrative Committee

on co-ordination containing the proposed system-wide Medium-term

Plan for women and development for the period, 1990-1995, progress

report of the Secretary-General on the implementation of the

recommendations of the Group of High-level Intergovernmental

Experts to Review the Efficiency of the Administrative and

Financial Functioning of the United Nations, report of the

Secretary-General on the proposed dates for the submission of

the outline of the programme budget and for its final approval

by the General Assembly, and the report of the Secretary-General

on accommodating inflation and currency fluctuation within the

overall level of the budget, to name only a few, which are of

interest to the Regional Commissions had already been discussed

before the representatives of the Regional Commissions arrived.

I arrived in New York on Thursday, 21 May 1987 and started

attending the meeting on Friday, 22 May 1987. Since the last-

minute participation of the Regional Coiiunissions was due to the

formal request of the representatives of member States on the

Committee, particularly those of the developing regions, my first

task was to meet the representatives of the Africa region both

of those on the Committee: Benin, Burkina Faso, Cameroon, Tunisia

and Zambia and of observers: Algeria f Burundi, Egypt f Kenya,

Nigeria and Tanzania. At that meeting, I reported on the

proceedings and outcome of the twenty-second session of the

Commission/thirteenth meeting of the Conference of Ministers

responsible for economic development planning and gave copies



of documents E/ECA/CM,13/ 39; 40 ? and of resolution 615 (XXII)

on proposed programme of work and priorities for the biennium

1988-1989= That briefing paved the way for the courageous

performance which the African Group gave when the ECA proposals

were considered on Saturday, 23 (morning) and Tuesday, 26 May

1937 (morning), Monday being public holiday,

A. Consideration of Section 13 of the Proposed Programme Budget,

1988-1989 - Economic Commission for Africa

As already indicated, the consideration of the ECA's section

of the budget - Section 13 by CPC took place in the morning of

Saturday 2 3* Hay and the morning of Tuesday 26 May 1987. That

was because the Committee spent Saturday afternoon for informal

consultations and Monday 25 May was public holiday.

In general,- there was goodwill for ECA on the part of thi*

members of the Committee. Thus, wnile there were some observations

on possibilities of duplication and the determination of priorities

just as th3 ECA Conference of Ministers responsible for economic

development and planning had observed the Committee welcomed

the emphasis put on the implementation of UN-PAAERD and APPER

and the Forward-looking Strategies for the Integration of Women

in Development. Howevert it was surprised that while the Secretary-

General in his introduction of the budget had indicated tha':

priorities had been given to the implementation of UN-PAAERD

and the Forward-looking Strategies, there is a decline in the

resources being proposed for their implementation by ECA as

compared to the biennium 19cC-1989. Some of the members of the

Committee were of the opinion that even if the resoures were

not increased, they should not be reduced. The African Groupr

under the leadership of the representative of Benin and supported

by some other representatives, went as far as proposing that

the Socretary-General should be requested to prepare a revised

version of the proposals to reflect, in resource terms? the

priority v:\.ich he had accorded the UN-PAAERD for consideration

by the Committee at its resumed session in September 1987.

However, as is common in intergovernmental 'meetings, it

will be observed, in the attached conclusions and recommendations

of the Commi ttoe (Paragraph 13 3) that that request has not been

approved as originally expressed. But in order to judge the

extent to which the Committee went to support the cause of EGA.

the draft purporting to reflect the discussion, conclusions and
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recommendations which the rapporteur (which in effect means the

secretariat) submitted for approval by the Committee is also

attached for comparison with the text which the Committee approved

after the strong representation by members of the African Group

supported by the other members of the Committee.

The Committee did approve the changes which we had proposed

following the discussion and endorsement of the programme aspects

of the budget by the ECA Conference of Ministers responsible

for economic development and planning. These changes are container

in the Conference Room Paper (CPR)F copy of which is attached

for your use. In addition to these changes, I should like to

draw the attention of ■ Programme Managers to the changes which

the Committee i tself had proposed particularly with respect' to

priority setting as contained in paragraph 139 of the attached

conclusions and recommendations of the Committee.

Subject to these conclusions and recommendations, the

Committee decided to recommend to the General Assembly through

the Economic and Social Council, the approval of Section 13 of

the Budget. However, at this point in time f it is not possible

to say exactly what the level of resources will be. That will

depend on the reaction of the Secretary-General to the

recommendations of the Committee. In any case, no organizational

unit ..in the secretariat knows the exact level of its resources

since the impact of the implementation of the 15 per cent staff

reduction recommended by the Group of 10 is yet to be reflected

in the budget.

B. Appearance before the ACABQ, 28 May 1987

As usual, the intervention of the representative of any

organisational unit during his/her appearance before the ACABQ

follows presentation of the budget proposals by the representative

of the Budget Division (now Programme Planning and Budget Division)

and invariably is in response to questions put by the members

of the Committee.

In general, just as in the case of CPC; members of the ACABQ

were sympathetic to the cause of ECA. However,. there were

questions raised wi th respect to (i) the vacancy situation; (ii)

the situation with regard to translation services? (iii) the

construction of the new conference facilities ? (iv) building

maintenance at ECA; {v) the role of the MULPOCs; and (vi)

extrabudgetary resources.
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(i) The vacancy situation

The. Committee' s question on this subject was on how high

was the level of our vacancy rate and v/hat we were doing to improve

it. In reply, I told the Committee about what we had been doing

within the framework of the vacancy management and staff

redeployment plan and indicated that up to that time, I was not

aware of any vacant post that had been filled through the plan

and yet we had been denied the option of recruiting from outside

the United Nations. In any case, I made it clear to the Committee,

as I did to the CPC, that unless we could fill the posts, we

would not be able to deliver quite a number of programmed outputs,

particularly that the freeze on recruitment has been accompanied

by cuts in travel and consultancy funds. The Chairman of the

Committee informed me that some exceptions had been made in New

York to allow recruitment!

(ii) Translation services

Since vacancies in translation services posts had contributed

to the critical vacancy situation, tho Committee asked me about

what was happening to the translators trained under the ECii

Translators Training Programme. I told the Committee that what

was happening up to that time, was that no sooner the trainees

finished their commitment to serve for a number of years than

they resigned, The question v/as then asked as to why New York

which manages translation services directly could not ensure

that ECi* had sufficient number of translators at any time, I

explained that while New 'York had always tried to provide us

with translators, such translators were invariably on contracts

for a number of years and no sooner such contracts ended than

the translators wanted to gofbacko

Some members of the Committee asked why the Training Programme

was suspended. It was tho Chairman who replied and informed

the Committee that it was suspended because ECA was finding it

difficult to employ all thti trainees,. Some members of the

Committee then suggested that in view of the problems being

encountered with respect to recruitment., it might be wise to

reactivate the Training Programme. Moreover e an appeal should

be made to the language services i n New York to ensure that

language staff are provided to ECii on a regular basis through

a system of rotation.



(iii) Construction of the new Conference facilities

Although the Committee knew that the Secretary-General would

be preparing a report to the General Assembly on the status of

the new Conference facilities at Addis Ababa, it wanted to know

from me whether the people tc be displaced had already lef tf

the site cleared, and work had started. 1 informed the Committee

that as far as I knew, the people were still there and work had

not started. However, one or two days before I left for New

Yorkr two men had come to Addis Ababa from New York to discuss

with Chief; Administration and Conference Services Division and

his colleagues.

(iv) Building Maintenance in ECA

Some of the members of the Committee wanted to know what

progress ECA had made in the maintenance work on its buildings.

Specifically, the Committee would like to know if the lifts in

the new building had been replaced since about $US 45,000 had

been allocated for such replacement. I told the meeting that

the lifts had not been replaced, although the day before my

departure for New York;, the Deputy Chief, Administration and

Conference Services Division told me that the lifts were going

to be replaced. However, I was not aware of the allocation of

$US 45,000 for the purposes

With respect to general building maintenance., I informed

the Committee that while there had be&n some improvement, the

shortage of resources was still a problem. The Chairman and

some other members of the Committee who visited ECA in 1984 said

that their finding then was not shortage of resources but general

inefficiency of management.

(v) The role of the MULPOCs

Gome members of the Committee wanted to know whether, apart

from the annual meetings of the MULPOCs5 organs,, the staff of

the MULPOCs serviced other meeting?,, I told the Committee that

since the v/ork programmes of the MULPOCs were in the programme:

development issues and policies, there were opportunities for

them to organise and service other meetings as reflected in the

programme budget .



With respect to the allocation of resourcesr the Committee

later called for information on the resources for the MULPOCs

by source, indicating resources from the regular budget,

extrabudgetary sources,, and those assigned from other programmes.

Since the elements required for the preparation of such analysis

were not available to rae? I sent a telex to Mr. W.M. Wamalwa?

Chief, Administration and Conference Services to provide the

information. A similar exercise was done for the 1986-1987

biennium.

(vi) Extrabugetary resources

The Committee observed that 3CA1s Gxtrabudgetary resources

had been projected to increase by about 30 per oont in the biennium

1988-198 9 over the biennium 193 o-1907 and requested me to give

some explanation. In my reply, I indicated that the income from

services in support of extra&udgetary programmes (overhead fund)

is usually related to resources made available by donors for

"substantive" activities and operational projects. Hence,

explanations should really be given on the components of these

two parts of extrabudgetary resources.

In that connection. I explained that we were probably too

optimistic with respect to expected expenditure from UNTFAD source

particularly that pledges in 19i'.7 were quite small. Similarly,-

I made it clear that the figure shown for UNEP might turn out

to be wrong since we had not reached agreement with UNEP on its

continued funding of the one post being funded in 1906-1907.

Unfortunately, the figure for UNIDO had been omitted for the

biennium 1986-1987. However; it was almost sure that the resources

from UNIDO for substantive activities for the biennium 1988-1989

might be nil since the new administration in UNIDO had indicated

its intention to terminate the existing arrangement for joint

Division between UNIDG and each of the Regional Commissions,

With respect to UNDP; the ongoing negotiations could lead to

more allocations and, given the improving capability of the

Commission the projected expenditures might be attained.

(vii) Portuguese as a working language of the Commission

One member of the Committee raised the question of Portuguese

as a working language of the Commission and wanted to know what

happened to the resolution which the ECA adopted in 1985 and

which was referred hack to the Commission by ECOSOC because of
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a technical error. xn reply, I explained that the resolution

was not referred back to the Commission. What actually happeneO

was that after the decision of ECOSOC,- Headquarters requested

ECA to explain the source of the phrase "official working language

of the Commission" which was the basis of suspension by ECOSOC

and we did explain that the source was the original draft, Since

then,, no communication had been referred to ECAO The member

reiterated that the resolution was referred back to ECA and I

promised to investigate upon my return to Addis Ababa,

I have now investigated and discovered that in ECOSOC

resolution 1985/58 - Inclusion of Portuguese among the official

working languages of the Economic Commission for Africa^ the

Council actually decided that Portuguese should be introduced

gradually as an official working language of the Economic

Commission for Africa; and requested the General Assembly to

make the necessary arrangements to that effect. Unfortunately,,

it does not appear that the General Assembly even discussed the

ECOSOC resolution because my examination of the resolutions and

decisions adopted by the Assembly at its fortieth session in

1985 has not revealed any relevant resolution or decision. The

secretariat may have to take up the matter up with Headquarters.

OBSERVATION

Since ACABQ . never takes decisions .in the presence of

representatives of organizational unitsf it was not possible

to get any idea about the level of resources that it might

recommend. However, given the sympathy that could be observed

and the positive : recommendations of CPC (the report of CPC is

expected to be made available to ACABQ), one should not be

surprised if ACABQ recommends some changes for the better in

the Secretary-General *s proposals.

C. Other relevant matters which emanated from the

meeting of the CPC

As I have already said, when I arrived in New York,- most

of the important issues of interest to ECA had been discussed.

However:. since my return , extracts from the draft report have

become available to me and the conclusions of the Committee on

some subjects of relevance to us are reproduced below;



(i) Co-ordination in the United Nations and the United

Nations system

"The Committee (CPC) expressed the view that the Council

(Economic and Social Council) as the central intergovernmental

body for co-ordination of activities of the United Nations system

should improve co-operation and co-ordination between Headquarters

and the Regional Commissions. The documents prepared for

consideration by the Council on substantive issues should

incorporate inputs with a global context,, and relevant parts

of the reports of the Regional Commissions or their subsidiary

machinery should be transmitted to other intergovernmental bodies

for their attention and consideration."

(ii) Cross-organizational review of the Medium-term Plans

of the organisations of the United Nations system and

programme analysis in the area of science and technology

for development

The relevant parts of the report of CPC are available in

PPCO for consultation.

(i ii) Implementation of General Assembly Resolution 41/213

on the Review of the Efficiency of the Administrative

and Financial Functioning of the United Nations

Copies of the relevant chapter of the report of CPC, Mr.

L.M. Gomez's (Assistant Secretary-General, OPPBME) replies to

issues raised by the Committee, and of Ms. M.J. Anstee's {Under
secretary-General and Special Co-ordinator) replies to the issues

raised by the CPC are attached for your use.

(iv) Technical co-operation between UNDP and the Regional

Commissionsi Economic Commission for Africa

"The Committee expressed concern at the manner in whicii

the report was presented, noting that a number of its conclusions

and recommendations did not appear to be factually substantiated

or based on coherent arguments. Furthermore, the Committee was

of the view that most of the report' s conclusions and
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recommendations were not commensurate with the arguments in the

body of the report regarding the strengthening of the role of

the Economic Commission for Africa in its relationship with the

United Nations Development Programme. It also regretted the

context and manner in which countries were mentioned by name

in the report. The Committee welcomed the statement by the

Chairman of the Joint Inspection Unit that the Unit would bear

in mind the Committee's views when preparing future reports."

(v) Proposed system-wide Medium-term Plan for women and

development for the period 1990-1995

Copy of the relevant report of CPC is available in PPCO

for consultation.

(vi) Foreword and introduction

Copy of the relevant report of CPC on the Secretary-General's

foreword and introduction to the proposed programme budget for

the biennium 1988-19S9 is attached for your use.

(vii) In-depth evaluation of the programme on development

issues and policies

"The Committee took note of the progress report of the

Secretary-General {E/AC.51/1937/6) and endorsed the proposals

contained therein. It recommended that the Economic Commission

for Africa (ECA) be selected as the representative regional

commission for the research and policy analysis and technical

co-operation activities carried out at the regional level. In

that context, it was noted that the study should enable ECA to

establish priorities in its activities to develop a programme

of action for providing support to member States in addressing

major economic and social problems through regional and subregional

co-operation efforts."

;iThe Committee recommended that the evaluation take a critical

look at how the research and policy analysis work of the

Secretariat provided a useful input into the design and

implementation of technical co-operation activities in the area



of development issues and policies and, at the same time, assess

the extent to which the technical co-operation activities of

the Department of Technical Co-operation for Development had

increased the recipient country's capacity to carry out policy

analysis in decision-making as well as in development activities."

CONCLUSION

If and when the final report of the 27 th session of CPC

is available; we shall ask for copies for distribution to the

Programme Managers. Similarly, if and when copies of A/42/Section

13 - Proposed Programme Budget, 1900-1989 - Economic Commission

for Africa are received from New york.. they will be made available

to the Programme Managers.

J.O.




